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Glen Canyon Unit, Colorado River Storage Project, be on display at the Navajo Tribal Fair in September.
Arizona-Utah. View of Glen Canyon Model, which will Bureau of Reclamation Photo by A. E. Turner.

Space Age Report
By REMBERT JAMES

| . Experts in space medicine are
I concerned about one side effect
; of Astronaut Alan B. Shepard's
t recent tiig! t.

The problem is weightless-
ness—not its effect on Shepard,

- but rather a growing tendency
|to discount it as an obstacle to
I manned space travel.

Shepard experienced tive min-
£ utes of weightlessness during his
| 15-minute flight insiSe the Mer-

capsule that was fired 300
miles over the Atlantic. He re-
ported that the sensation of zero
gravity did not interfere with his
ability to operate various controls
inside the capsule.

Medical experts were cheered
by Shepard’s report. It confirmed
tests made in centrifuges and other
scientific analysis. But, they ar-

-1 gue, itdoes not remove weightless-

ness as a factor—perhaps a de-
Sciding factor—in the planning of
| new space craft.

Experience in weightlessness
•is practically nil, they point out.

endured it for five min-
futes. Air Force Major Robert
iWhite was weightless for two

iminutes during one flight in the
ijX-15 rocket plane. (TheX-15could
|extend this condition to four or five
igTunutes in a flight programmed to

follow a ballistic trajectory.)
Others have experienced the

for up to a minute aboard
Jthe Jet KCI3S and up to half a’min-

Tuba City Moaunoat
Dedicated

Dedication of a monument in
memory of the early settlers at

Tuba City was held Sunday, May
11th. The monument is at the site
of the old Mormon Cemetery at

Tuba City. It is at this cemetary
that many of the early pioneers
are buried. Many of the citizens
of various communities were re-
lated to these pioneers who now
lie in the cemetery.

to rotate so that it would pro-
duce artificial gravity.

This third point presents the
challenge. When will it become
necessary to design a rotating
ship to offset the weightless fac-
tor?

The answer may be sought with
a satellite carrying animals which

would be designed to orbit for
several weeks before recovery.

ute aboard the Cl3l.
These tests, the medical men

argue, are not enough.
Russia announced that Yuri Ga-

garin suffered no ill effects from
his orbital flight, but the Soviets
have never published any scienti-
fic results on the dogs which were
weightless for a day or more in
Sputnicks 11, V, VI and VIII.

Medical researchers divide
weightlessness into threecatagor-
ies:

1. Short term flights, up to
three orbits. They foresee no pro-
blem here.

2. Flights lasting more than
six hours. They expect astronauts

would experience some muscular
debilitation which could be cor-
rected by exercise.

3. Flights longer than 10 days
or two weeks. These, doctors say,
might requires spaceship designed

Sessal Allen of Woodruff and
Mrs. Evaline Palmer of Holbrook
are the president and secretary of
the sponsoring organization. Aid-
ing also is the Southwest Indian
Mission of the LDA Church.

Stories of the early day found-
ers and settlers of the area were
told Saturday evening, during a
camp fire ceremony.

Tuba City is m. n a subagency
for the Bureau m Indian Affairs.
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Science Report
Risiag Popalatioa
Is Top Probloai

The Copley News Service
Occasionally you hear someone

voice the sentiment that such things
as vaccination, fluoridation and
other ''artificial** health aids are
unnatural and therefore not good
for us. He would leave all medi-
cal problems up to nature.

For those who want to take a
very long and academic view of
what is best for the human race,
there is one context in which
such a viewpoint can be defended.
Doubtless, the abolition of medi-
cal science would removefromthe
earth one of the most dismal
prospects that has ever faced the
human race—overpopulation.

Living, as most westerners do,
on the edge of great open spaces,
it is hard to imagine just how real
this threat has become in the few
years since World War 11. It takes
just a little application of arithme-
tic to demonstrate even to us that
this is something to worry about
for the sake of our own grand-
children.

A bulletin issued by the Popu-
lation Reference Bureau in Wash-
ington, D.C., points out that while
it took the race 200,000 years to
reach the present world popula-
tion of nearly 3 billion, it will
take only 40 years to produce the
next 3 billion people.
Population Rate Also Increasing

Not only is world population in-
creasing at this stupefying rate but
the rate itself is increasing. It is
estimated that the population is now
doubling **only*’ every 40 years.
By the year 2000 itwillbe doubling
every 23 years.

This growth is spread pretty
well over the world but there are
vast variations. In western Europe
births and deaths are about inbal-
ance. In the United States and
Russia, the rate of increase is
about the same as it is for the
world as a whole. In Latin Amer-
ica the rate of growth is the fastest
about 2.5 per cent a year. Parts of
Africa and Asia have about the
same rate of increase as Latin
America.

The main reason that population
growth has increased so rapidly,
is, of course, the dramatic lower-
ing of death rates by the use of such
things as DDT, penicillinand sani-
tation. The reason that the rate of
growth is expected to increase is
that the millions of babies saved
by these agencies since World
War II are arriving at child-
bearing ages.

In the economically underde-
veloped countries, the proportion-
ate number of young people is
far greater than in the economi-
cally advanced countries. In La-
tin America, about 40 per cent of
the population is under 15 years
of age.
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